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Abstract
Smoothed-particle hydrodynamics is a fast, parallel, modular and low-memory method originally developed for astrophysical applications in three
dimensions. In recent years, it has been used for 3D biomedical applications as well. It has proved to be useful in the field of biomedical engineering
mostly because the geometries used need to be often patient-specific and therefore complex. Complicated geometries are formed with high number
of finite elements which subsequently requires the use of specialized numerical methods. Moreover, computational fluid dynamics in biomedical
applications also deals with moving and deforming structures and therefore the use of fluid-structure interaction analyses is important. The utilization
of smoothed-particle hydrodynamics in the fluid-structure interaction analysis is ideal to satisfy the need for fast computational method with the use
of complicated geometries.
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Introduction
The smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method was
originally developed to solve astrophysics problems [1] and later
used to avoid extreme mesh deformations problems in finite
element methods. The lack of a computational grid does affect the
accuracy of SPH simulations compared to finite element methods.
However, the SPH used in the biomedical applications usually
represents the fluid domain, i.e. biofluids in human or animal body
interacting with both the biological and mechanical structures.
Biological structures are those that are naturally present in the
body and interact with biofluids, e.g. cerebrospinal fluid interacting
with brain or blood flow interacting with heart valves and blood
vessels.
Mechanical structures in human body are sometimes present
too, especially when a medical device is implanted to treat a patient
with diseased/malfunctioning biological structure, e.g. mechanical
heart valves. That kind of numerical simulations requires the use
of complicated (patient specific) geometries which then often
makes the use of classical finite element methods unsuitable. The
number of degrees of freedom is too large and the parallelization
of fully coupled fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problems is
extremely challenging [2]. However, the SPH interacting with the
fully integrated solid finite elements, thus removing the possibility
of hourglass modes and element inversion that plagues the classic
under-integrated finite element models, yields the ability to reach
large (physiologically equivalent) deformations in a timely manner
using a standard workstation with graphics processing unit (GPU)
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technology. And, needless to say, in surgery planning, time can be of
the essence; while the cost of the GPU technology is well below the
cost of computer clusters.
The need for computational simulations with the capability
to provide fast and reliable results to guide the decisions made by
the clinicians is axiomatic. For example, single ventricle congenital
heart defects afflict 2 per every 1000 births and the success of
the surgical procedures designed to correct them can often be
questionable [3].

Figure 1 shows results of the Fontan procedure which involves
redirecting oxygen-poor blood from the top of the body to the
lungs by redirecting the blood from the inferior venacava (IVC)
to the lungs. At this point, the oxygen-poor blood from upper
and lower body flows through the lungs without being pumped.
The location of the conduit in relation to the superior vena cava
(SVC) and its success at properly redirecting blood flow is largely
a hydrodynamics problem. When the conduit is not positioned
correctly, insufficient blood flow is redirected through lungs and
this extremely invasive surgical procedure can be ineffective [3].
Thus, computer simulations have been used to guide the clinicians’
decisions where to place the conduit [4]. Obviously, when a medical
decision is to be made, how much expertise and time it requires
to create the 3D models and to run the simulations determine the
suitability of the numerical method used and, consequently, how
much potential it has to be accepted by the medical community
when used in practice.
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laminar viscous term, speed of sound used, can be found published
elsewhere [5,11].

The SPH interacts with the structural finite elements using a
penalty-based contact algorithm. In penalty-based contact, when a
penetration is found, a force proportional to the penetration depth
is applied to resist and eliminate penetration. Linear contact spring
stiffness is based on the nodal masses that come into contact and
the time step size as follows
The resulting contact stiffness is independent of the material
constants so it is well suited for treating contact between fluid and
structure.

Results and Validation

Figure 1: An extra-cardiac total cavopulmonary connection
connecting the superior (SVC) and inferior (IVC) venae
cavae directly to the pulmonary arteries, bypassing the
single ventricle.

The SPH has recently been used in modeling the interaction of
the blood flow with the arterial walls, heart ventricles and native
and artificial heart valves [5-9]. Simulating the interaction of the
cerebrospinal fluid with the brain and skull structures using the
SPH has also begun [10].

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics Formulation

For completeness, the basic governing equations of the SPH
method are summarized in this section. The SPH is governed by a
set of ordinary differential equations as follows.
The continuity equation, i.e. conservation of mass, is

order diffusive term,

Where W is the Kernel function and the 4th order diffusive term
improves the pressure evolution.

In [7], the SPH was used to simulate and validate the resulting
closure of a patient-specific model of mitral valve with detailed 3D
chordal structure. The Figure 2 shows the comparison of the closed
leaflets reconstructed from CT images with the results of FSI-SPH
simulations. Good agreement can be observed.

Figure 2: Closed leaflets reconstructed from CT images
compared to the results of FSI simulations [7]. The curves
represent the coaptation line where the posterior and anterior
leaflets are in contact.

Similarly, in [12] the use of SPH with a comprehensive model
of mitral valve was validated against experimental data of papillary
muscle forces in its closed configuration during ventricular systole.
Once extensively validated, this model can be used to understand
varying pathologies, such as the rupture of mitral chordae tendineae
[13].

The momentum equation, i.e. Euler equation, is

Where IIij is the artificial viscosity.

The energy equation, i.e. first law of thermodynamics, is

More detail on the numerical methods used in the cardiovascular
FSI simulations, e.g. the integration method, artificial viscous term,

Figure 3: The areas measured across IVC and SVC compared
with the MRI measurements

In Figure 3, The IVC and SVC cross-sectional areas are
compared with the in vivo MRI measurements [14,15]. Similarities
in magnitudes and patterns can be observed.
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As presented in [10], the use of SPH has been shown the ability
to produce results involving all the biofluids surrounding complex
structures in the human body, such as cerebrospinal fluid filling
the space between the skull and brain. The cushioning effect of
cerebrospinal fluid is demonstrated in Figure 4a & 4b shows that
during the rapid acceleration phase, fluid particles flow backward,
preventing the brain from impacting the occipital/parietal bone
and creating an empty space between the anterior brain and
frontal bone. During the rapid deceleration phase, fluid particles
flow forward, preventing the brain from impacting the frontal bone
and creating an empty space between the posterior brain and the
occipital/parietal bones, Fig. 4(c). The change from acceleration
to deceleration causes the fluid particles to reverse direction.
Because the fluid particles move faster than the brain, during the
deceleration phase the fluid particles fill in the empty space created
in the acceleration phase.
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suitability of the numerical method used. Consequently, it also
determines how much potential the numerical method has to be
accepted by the medical community when used in practice. As of
now, more commonly, it is the academic community that contributes
to the decision making process by providing computational results
using the patient specific geometries. However, ultimately, if this is
to be adapted as routinely used procedure, the academia will have
to be omitted from the process. And that can only happen if the
computational results are attainable without too much expertise
and specialized computer equipment required. The use FSI with
SPH is a step forward to achieve this goal. Furthermore, the demand
for computational simulations in the medical community has to rise
to motivate faster development of such methods. Meantime, while
45 percent of graduating medical students in the USA aspire to
work in the academia, only about 16 percent will actually do so and
of those who do work in academic settings up to 38 percent will
leave academia within 10 years [16].
Though SPH simulations show tremendous promise to be the
numerical method of choice when there is the need for timely
results on relatively cheap GPU technology, SPH-FSI is not yet
fully adapted for the use in biomedical applications. Further
development is necessary to readily obtain parameters otherwise
commonly used in cardiovascular fluid mechanics, such as powerloss, wall shear stress, and energy dissipation rates. If these features
are implemented, SPH-FSI simulations may prove to be a superior
tool for biomedical applications.
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